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with the object of promoting " Separation." The Government
pressed these thin bandages to its wounds without materially
stanching them. It moved, in the debate which followed, that the
Report be adopted. Three features illuminated an otherwise drab
debate. In almost the last speech which recalled his earlier quality,
Lord Randolph Churchill savagely hammered the Government for
constituting a modern Star Chamber. "Pigott! Pigott I Pigottl"
was his cry with menacing finger pointed at the front bench. Mr*
Gladstone spoke eloquently in support of an amendment that the
House should record its reprobation of the foul charges of which
Parnell had been acquitted. Asquith, on the same amendment,
made a bitter and vehement attack, backed with all the weight of his
intimate knowledge, on the Attorney-General's conduct of tho
proceedings before the Commission. It affords some measure of the
prestige the speaker had acquired after less than four years in
Parliament, that The Times not only reported this speech verbatim,
but devoted a whole leading article to the task of answering it. But
ParnelTs triumph had been too decisive and achieved too many
months ago for the voices of his apologists to excite passionate
interest. They seemed to be flogging a dead horse. No one on either
side realised how soon the horse would revive, refreshed and
strengthened by a spell of sleep.
An acute eye might have foreseen these blighting developments*
Nearly three months before the Commission reported, Captain
O'Shea had cited Parnell as co-respondent in his suit for divorce*
In the inner circles of politics ParneU's association with Mrs. O'Shea
had for years been common knowledge, and the cataclysmic effects
which followed its revelation to a wider public supply a pretty text
for critics of the moral hypocrisy of our race. When the suit came
to trial on 15th November, 1890, Parnell did not defend. But the
existence of a cross-petition forced a disclosure in Court of the whole
story. Two or three days later a decree was granted to the petitioner*
Parnell had outwardly treated this event with studied insouciance;
a strange miscalculation for a man who was, above all, a " realist,'*
led him to think it would be a " nine days1 wonder," and no more,
A great meeting of the National Liberal Federation meanwhile waa
due to be held on 20th November at Sheffield, and Mr. Gladstone had
to decide what his attitude should be* His instinct was to dip
nothing* He obstinately eschewed the role of moral censor,1 The
probable reactions of the Nonconformist conscience on the Irish
cause which alone now interested him, determined his policy. If
1 Though a voice in the " interior forum *> whispered, " It'll n* det,"

